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Copy-number variants (CNVs) can reach appreciable frequencies in the human population, and recent discoveries have shown that
several of these copy-number polymorphisms (CNPs) are associated with human diseases, including lupus, psoriasis, Crohn disease,
and obesity. Despite new advances, significant biases remain in terms of CNP discovery and genotyping. We developed a method based
on single-channel intensity data and benchmarked against copy numbers determined from sequencing read depth to successfully obtain
CNP genotypes for 1495 CNPs from 487 human DNA samples of diverse ethnic backgrounds. This microarray contained CNPs in
segmental duplication-rich regions and insertions of sequences not represented in the reference genome assembly or on standard
SNP microarray platforms. We observe that CNPs in segmental duplications are more likely to be population differentiated than
CNPs in unique regions (p ¼ 0.015) and that biallelic CNPs show greater stratification when compared to frequency-matched SNPs
(p¼ 0.0026). Although biallelic CNPs show a strong correlation of copy number with flanking SNP genotypes, themajority of multicopy
CNPs do not (40% with r > 0.8). We selected a subset of CNPs for further characterization in 1876 additional samples from 62 popula-
tions; this revealed striking population-differentiated structural variants in genes of clinical significance such as OCLN, a tight junction
protein involved in hepatitis C viral entry. Ourmicroarray design allows these variants to be rapidly tested for disease association and our
results suggest that CNPs (especially those that cannot be imputed from SNP genotypes) might have contributed disproportionately to
human diversity and selection.Introduction
Copy-number variants (CNVs) were originally defined as
deletions or duplications greater than 1 kb in size.1–7
CNVs present at higher frequencies (>1%) in populations
are distinguished as copy-number polymorphisms
(CNPs). Both CNVs and CNPs are enriched in regions of
the genome with highly identical copies of paralogous
sequence known as segmental duplications (SDs).8,9
Because of this complex genomic architecture, genotyping
many CNPs in a large number of individuals has proven
challenging. High-density SNP arrays have been employed
for copy-number measurement.6,7 However, these plat-
forms traditionally suffered from a scarcity of probes in
segmental duplication regions of the genome and were
unable to assay many known CNPs.7,10,11 Approximately
half of simple deletion variants are not well captured by
even the highest-density SNP microarrays, and this
number increases when more complex variants and
variants within segmental duplication-rich regions are
considered.7 Recent advances using sequencing read depth
information to estimate copy number have revealed that
CNPs in segmental duplications are highly variable in
humans,12,13 although the number of individuals and
populations explored is limited. Copy numbers deter-
mined from sequence data have aided the interpretation
of microarray studies.14 Additionally, most SNPmicroarray
and array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH)
platforms are designed relative to the human genome
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The Amerisequence mapping of fosmid clone libraries from multiple
individuals15 as well as de novo sequence assembly from
additional genomes16,17 has led to the identification of
insertions of sequence not present in the reference genome
assembly. In fact, many of these insertions are polymor-
phic in human populations and, thus, represent genetic
variants that have not been captured in disease or popula-
tion-genetic studies.17,18
Much effort has been focused on using microarray
hybridization data (SNP arrays or array CGH) to determine
copy-number genotypes. However, a large number of dis-
covered CNPs do not form discrete copy-number classes
in microarray data and these variants have not been thor-
oughly studied.6,19 For example, in a recent survey of
CNPs, Conrad et al.19 obtained discrete diploid copy
numbers for 4978 CNPs out of 10,819 discovered variants
(46%), but only 3432 CNPs could be genotyped in a large
case-control study.20 Of these genotypable CNPs, 14.4%
map to segmental duplications in contrast to the 23.4%
of the discovered CNPs that map to SDs. These data suggest
that CNP-focused analyses in which the distribution of
hybridization values reveals clearly separable or discrete
integer copy numbers in microarray data will be biased
against CNPs in segmental duplications.
Similarly, previous analyses have tested for linkage
disequilibrium (LD) between CNPs and SNPs and found
that the majority of simple deletion and duplication poly-
morphisms are in LD with SNPs, and there is slightly less
LD observed for duplications.6,11,19 Recent analysis has
suggested that the lower LD observed for duplicationsne, Seattle, WA 98195, USA; 2Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA 95051,
; 4Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Seattle, WA 98195, USA
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Table 1. Samples Assessed for CNPs
Population
Population-Genetic Analysis Follow-Up of Differentiated CNPs Total
Total Unrelated Total Unrelated Total Unrelateda
European American (CEU) 159 109 - - 159 109
Yoruba (YRI) 164 109 3 3 167 112
Han Chinese from Beijing (CHB) 40 40 56 56 96 96
Japanese (JPT) 41 41 55 55 96 96
Maasai (MKK) 83 54 90 90 173 144
Luhya (LWK) - - 96 96 96 96
Han Chinese from Southern China (CHS) - - 148 98 148 98
Toscani (TSI) - - 95 95 95 95
British (GBR) - - 86 86 86 86
Finnish (FIN) - - 99 99 99 99
African American (ASW) - - 98 63 98 63
Mexican American (MEX) - - 98 68 98 68
Total 487 353 924 809 1411 1162
a Population-genetic analyses were performed in the unrelated samples only.may be due to transposed duplications far from the SNPs
being tested for LD.21 Most of these analyses, however,
have focused on CNPs in unique regions of the genome,
and our understanding of the LD between SNPs and
CNPs in duplications is still very limited.
CNPs that differ greatly in average copy number
between human populations are candidate variants for
population-specific natural selection. CNPs (especially
those variants in duplication-rich regions of the genome)
may be more likely to be recurrent22–24 and may provide
new insight into recent human demographic history.
Potentially interesting differentiated CNPs include a dele-
tion that removes APOBEC3B (MIM 607110), which is
involved in innate immunity and is more prevalent in
East Asian, Amerindians, and Oceanic populations,25 and
the deletion of UGT2B17 (MIM 601903), which has been
associated with osteoporosis (MIM 166710) and is more
common in East Asian individuals.5,26 Screens of CNPs
have identified other differentiated CNPs with a pattern
of differentiation that appears comparable to what is
observed with SNPs.6,19,27 Again, these analyses have
primarily focused on CNPs in the unique portions of the
human genome.
We set out to conduct a thorough analysis of CNPs in
individuals from multiple populations. We have not
limited our analysis to CNPs with discrete copy-number
genotypes or those defined in the human genome refer-
ence sequence but rather included CNPs from numerous
studies both within duplicated regions and sequences
not present in the human reference genome. Inclusion of
these targeted loci makes our custom microarray comple-
mentary to existing CNP and SNP microarrays. Our anal-
ysis identified CNPs with large differences in frequency318 The American Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 1between populations. We observed that biallelic CNPs
show slightly more population differentiation than
randomly selected SNPs, and we found that duplication-
rich CNPs (i.e., CNPs that overlap SDs) tend to show
more population differentiation than CNPs in unique
regions of the genome. We also observed that the CNPs
in duplications are not in LD with SNPs and cannot, as
of yet, be captured without direct genotyping. The micro-
array and data analysis methods we developed will facili-
tate future disease associations for these loci.Methods
A summary of all the methods discussed is included as
Table S1.Samples
Individuals assessed for CNPs in the initial screen are part
of the International HapMap Project. We selected samples
from five populations and chose to enrich for African indi-
viduals from two populations because of higher genetic
diversity in Africa. The samples studied are cohorts of
Northwestern European Americans from the Centre
d’Etude du Polymorphisme Humain collection (CEU),
Yoruba from Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI), Han Chinese from Bei-
jing (CHB), Japanese from Tokyo (JPT), and Maasai from
Kinyawa, Kenya (MKK) (Table 1). We performed a follow-
up study in additional individuals who are part of the
HapMap and 1000 Genomes Projects. These samples are
additional individuals from the Han Chinese from Beijing
(CHB), Japanese (JPT), and Maasai (MKK) populations and
samples from the Luhya from Webuye, Kenya (LWK),1, 2011
Figure 1. Targeted Copy-Number Polymorphisms
A pie chart of the sources for the 4041 targeted CNPs.Toscani from Italy (TSI), Mexican American from Los An-
geles (MEX), African American from the southwest United
States (ASW), British from Great Britain and Scotland
(GBR), Finnish (FIN), and Han Chinese from southern
China (CHS) (Table 1). DNA, derived from lymphoblast
cell lines, was obtained from Coriell Cell Repositories.
NA12878, a CEU female, was used as the reference sample
for all microarray experiments.
A subset of CNPs was genotyped in the HGDP samples,
a collection of 1050 samples from 52 worldwide popula-
tions.28 We excluded duplicates and close relatives.29Microarray Design
We designed a custom 180,000-probe microarray by using
the Agilent 4X180K SurePrint G3 Human CGHMicroarray
Platform. We targeted 4041 known CNPs (Figure 1; Table
S2). All probes target sequences ranging from 45–60 base
pairs and linker sequences were added to obtain probes
of 60 base pairs. In order to design probes in segmental
duplications, we removed the homology filter to obtain
probes that map to multiple locations in the genome. For
the 2772 CNPs represented in the human reference
assembly, we designed probes to the hg18 human genome
build by using eArray (Agilent). Because CNPs are enriched
in regions of segmental duplication, the loci targeted on
our microarray are enriched for segmental duplication
content compared to the genome as a whole. We also
targeted 1269 insertions (Table S3) of sequence not in the
reference genome assembly.15,30 Probes for these novel
insertions are from previous microarray designs used to
study these variants.18 An additional 6899 probes were
designed to copy-number invariable regions of the genome
(Table S4). Finally, 3000 standard Agilent normalization
probes located throughout the genome and five replicates
of 1000 probes were included. Of the targeted CNPs, 96%
had at least three probes, the median number of probes
per CNP was 14, and the mean number of probes per
CNP was 33.The AmeriMicroarray Hybridization
DNA samples were labeled with either Cy3 fluorescent dye
(test samples) or Cy5 fluorescent dye (reference sample) as
previously described.31 Equal amounts (5 mg) of test and
reference labeled DNA were combined and hybridized to
the microarray following Agilent recommended protocol.
Microarrays were hybridized for 24 hr, washed, and
scanned with standard Agilent procedures. Microarray
data were extracted from the image files by means of
Agilent FE software with a modification of the CGH-
105_Dec08 protocol. The microarray data were normalized
to the 3000 Agilent normalization probes located
throughout the autosomes. All raw microarray data have
been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology
Information’s Gene Expression Omnibus32 and are acces-
sible through accession number GSE26450.
Samples were processed in two groups for individuals
used in the initial analyses and in three groups for
follow-up populations. To minimize batch effects, we
randomized samples across the populations within each
of these groups. In addition, each group contained popu-
lations of different continental origin so that population-
differentiated CNPs due to batch effects could be
identified.
Sample Quality Control
To determine whether the microarray data generated were
of sufficiently high quality for analysis, we used the
following quality-control (QC) procedure. First, we exam-
ined the standard QC metrics determined for each micro-
array by the Agilent FE software and required that these
metrics matched Agilent’s recommendations. Next, for
further QC, we calculated the standard deviation of log2
ratios of about 7000 probes designed within copy-number
invariable regions of the autosomes. We did not consider
any microarray data where this standard deviation was
greater than 0.38. We selected this value empirically by
comparing the data quality of hybridizations with
different standard deviations. Finally, we used probes on
the X and Y chromosomes to confirm that the sex of the
DNA sample hybridized to the microarray was concordant
with the reported sex of the individual. For samples that
failed any of these QC steps, we repeated the steps up to
two additional times to obtain data on as many samples
as possible. Fifty-three of the initial 540 samples and 24
of 948 follow-up samples failed to pass these QC require-
ments and were not considered in the final analysis.
Copy-Number Determination
In order to determine copy number from the microarray
hybridization data, we made use of previously described
methods30,33 with some modifications. First, for each
sample we determined whether there was evidence for
copy-number variation with respect to the reference
sample within each targeted interval and estimated its
breakpoints by applying the ADM2 segmentation algo-
rithm16 with a threshold of 5. We then visually inspectedcan Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 11, 2011 319
all samples across each targeted interval and manually
refined the boundaries of each copy-number variant region
(CNVR) in and around the targeted interval. In some cases,
the CNVRs were smaller than the corresponding targeted
loci, and, in some cases, multiple distinct CNVRs were
identified within a single targeted locus (n ¼ 217). We
identified 2822 CNVRs in the targeted loci within the refer-
ence genome assembly, and we treated the 1269 novel
insertions as CNVRs (without alteration), yielding a total
of 4091 CNVRs (Figure S1). No variation was observed
within 309 of the targeted loci, and these CNVRs were
considered to be nonpolymorphic for this sample set.
All analyses were performed on the resulting 4091
CNVRs, which map to 3732 of the targeted loci
(Figure S1). In some cases, probes within individual CNVRs
exhibitedmore than one pattern of copy-number variation
within different subregions. Consequently, we clustered
probes by using the Cluster Affinity Search Technique algo-
rithm,34 where the similarity is computed by using the
Pearson correlation of the log2 ratios across all samples.
The largest probe cluster that has an average similarity
greater than 0.3 and that contains at least 30% of the
probes in the region is used to represent this region in
the subsequent analysis. For intervals for which there is
no such cluster, all probes in the region were used. For
each sample, the median log2 ratio and median red and
median green signal intensities were computed across the
representative probes in the region. Next, these median
values were clustered across samples into discrete copy-
number classes when possible.30,33 Copy numbers were
assigned to each set of sample classes for each interval by
simultaneously fitting integer copy-number values to the
test sample classes and the reference sample by using the
median signals, log ratios, and the estimate of the single-
copy signal intensity (Figure S2). For this array design, we
estimated the single-channel intensity that corresponds
to a single-copy state to be 500 by using the mode of the
signal distribution of autosomal probes within nonseg-
mentally duplicated invariant genomic regions30
(Figure S3). We have implemented a heuristic that uses
additional criteria for determining integer copy numbers
to increase the accuracy of this method. For example,
when the reference sample has a copy number of zero, as
evidenced by a reference channel intensity of less than
25% of the single-copy estimate or by low signal and the
absence of clustering when both the log2 ratios and signals
are used together, then copy-number fitting is attempted
with only the clustered single-channel intensity data for
the test samples.
For the remaining CNVRs, we developed the following
approach to estimate copy number. To estimate the copy
number of the reference sample, we used the ratio of the
median of the single-channel intensity of all the samples,
where each sample value is the median reference channel
intensity of the probes in the CNVR, to the single-copy
intensity value described above. Then, we used this esti-
mated copy number and the log ratio data to estimate320 The American Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 1noninteger copy numbers for the test samples. We
observed that the signal-to-noise ratio (represented as the
ratio of mean signal to the standard deviation of the
reference channel) shows a slight negative correlation
(r ¼ 0.089) to the copy number of the reference sample
except when the reference sample has zero copies, in
which case the signal-to-noise ratio tends to be lower. For
this reason, we fit copy numbers by using the sample
channel signal only for variants where the reference
sample had zero copies. All CNPs and copy-number geno-
types have been deposited into the National Center for
Biotechnology Information’s dbVar under study accession
number nstd46.
Comparison of Microarray Copy-Number Estimates
to Whole-Genome Sequencing Data
To evaluate this method, we compared the copy numbers
determined by array CGH to the copy numbers estimated
from sequencing read depth data, which one can use to
accurately estimate copy number.12,13 One hundred and
thirty-three individuals from our study overlapped with
fully sequenced individuals recently analyzed for copy
number.13 We performed read-depth-based genotyping
of our selected loci in each of these individuals (as
described13) and compared the sequencing-based copy-
number estimations to those made by the array. We
restricted our comparison to regions >1 kb in length
because of the low coverage ofmany of the sequenced indi-
viduals.
We also compared the microarray-based copy-number
estimates to those made by sequencing13 for CNPs that
did not have discrete copy-number classes. We identified
intervals exhibiting a high degree of correlation with the
sequence estimates and others that were not correlated.
Upon closer examination of these classes of intervals, we
determined that the major contributing factor appeared
to be the variance of the reference sample single-channel
intensities. Specifically, for the well-correlated variants,
we observed a small variance of the single-channel
intensity values for the reference sample (i.e., high repro-
ducibility of across arrays) and a large variance of signal
intensities across the test samples. To quantify this, we
compared the ratio of the coefficient of variation (CV) of
the test sample single-channel intensity values across all
arrays to the CV of the reference single-channel intensity
values across all arrays. Based on comparisons to copy
numbers determined from sequencing read depth, we
have set 1.4 as the minimum ratio of CVs (rCV) for
polymorphic, well-performing variants (Figure S5).
PCR and Quantitative PCR Assays
We selected several population-differentiated loci to geno-
type in additional samples in the Human Genome Diver-
sity Project (HGDP) collection. For three novel sequence
insertions, we designed PCR primers to produce different
sized products for the deletion and insertion alleles
(Table S6). For a CNP overlapping OCLN, we additionally1, 2011
designed a quantitative PCR assay to assess the copy
number of this variant (Table S6). These assays were run
on the HGDP individuals.
Linkage Disequilibrium Analysis
First, we analyzed biallelic, autosomal CNPs in which we
could assign allelic genotypes. There were 759 such CNPs
in the reference genome assembly and 181 novel sequence
insertions. Of these 181 novel insertions, the approximate
genomic location is unknown for seven variants,30 so we
limited the analysis to the 174 novel insertions where we
had an approximate genomic location. We downloaded
all Phase III HapMap SNP genotypes (release #27) within
1 Mb of each CNP for all five populations (European Amer-
ican [CEU], Han Chinese from Beijing [CHB], Japanese
[JPT], Maasai [MKK], and Yoruba [YRI]). We used Haplo-
view35 to calculate r2 between each CNP and nearby
SNPs. From these data, we determined the most correlated
SNP for each population and the highest r2 value across all
five populations for both CNPs in the reference genome
and novel sequence insertions.
To examine the relationship of multiallelic CNPs to
SNPs, we looked at the correlation between diploid copy
number and SNP genotype for nearby SNPs. We looked at
SNPs within 1 Mb for reference genome CNPs and SNPs
within 5 Mb for novel insertions. We used Pearson correla-
tion to test the relationship of copy number to SNP
genotype. We determine the maximum correlation coeffi-
cient for each CNP in each population and for all popula-
tions overall. To determine which variables contributed
to the correlation of SNP genotype to copy number, we
performed a multiple regression analysis. The correlation
coefficient between copy number and SNP genotype was
treated as the dependent variable. We used duplication
status, multiallelic status, distance to most correlated
SNP, and the minor allele frequency of the most correlated
SNP as independent variables and performed multiple
stepwise regression analysis by using the step function
in R.
To test whether multiallelic CNPs could be captured by
SNP haplotypes, we examined the correlation between
diploid copy number and SNP haplotypes. We selected
five multiallelic CNPs with high correlation to SNP geno-
types and five multiallelic CNPs with low correlation to
SNP genotypes. In the population where the largest associ-
ation to SNP genotypes was observed, we visually deter-
mined the region of highest LD between SNPs around
the CNP (i.e., LD block) and phased these SNPs using
BEAGLE.36 We performed a Pearson test for all haplotype
clusters to determine their correlation with diploid copy
numbers and noted the highest correlation coefficient.
Population Differentiation Analysis
We calculated VST as previously described
27 by using the
following equation: (VTVS)/VT, where VT is the total vari-
ance in log2 ratios across all unrelated individuals and VS is
the average variance in unrelated individuals within eachThe Ameripopulation. We calculated VST for each pair of populations
and considered themaximumVST value for comparisons of
CNPs. We used the maximum pairwise VST values in order
to have the sensitivity to identify variants where only one
population shows a difference in copy number. However,
we also observed that CNPs in duplications have higher
mean pairwise VST values and higher global VST values
than CNPs in unique regions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-
tailed test, p ¼ 0.009 for mean VST; Kolmogorov-Smirnov
two-tailed test, p ¼ 0.05 for global VST). For biallelic
CNPs and frequency-matched SNPs, we calculated FST by
using an unbiased estimator37,38 for each pair of popula-
tions, and we considered the maximum FST for each
variant in our comparisons. SNP genotype data was ob-
tained from HapMap Phase III release #27. From these
data, we selected random SNPs to match the allele
frequency distribution that we observed with our biallelic
CNPs.Results
Targeted Genotyping of Copy-Number
Polymorphisms
We designed a custom oligonucleotide microarray target-
ing regions of known CNPs.6–8,15,30,39–43 After merging
overlapping loci, we obtained 4041 nonredundant tar-
geted CNPs from the following sources (Figure 1; Table S2).
2273 CNPs were discovered with clone end-sequencing
and mapping approaches;15,44 this included 1269 inser-
tions not present in the human genome reference
assembly,18 which cannot be assessed by any current
commercial platform dependent solely on the reference
genome assembly (Table S3). Other targeted sites included
1170 CNPs defined at high resolution with SNP microar-
rays,6,7 151 CNVs in genes described as copy-number
variable,39 77 CNPs discovered from whole-genome
sequencing data,40,42,43 and 365 sites identified inmultiple
studies. We designed a custom Agilent 4X180K microarray
successfully targeting 96% of these CNPs with at least three
probes.
For initial population-genetic analyses, we hybridized
540 HapMap individuals to our CNP microarray. Of these,
487 passed our quality control filters and were included in
further analyses (Table 1; Methods). These individuals
represent five of the populations being studied as part of
the HapMap project:45 European Americans (CEU), Han
Chinese from Beijing (CHB), Japanese (JPT), Yoruba
(YRI), and Maasai (MKK). In addition, a subset of these
samples have been sequenced (n ¼ 133) or will be
sequenced (n ¼ 263) as part of the 1000 Genomes
Project.46 We found 4091 putative CNPs in 3732 of our
targeted loci (Figure S1).Wewere able to determine discrete
copy-number genotypes for 1183 of these CNPs (Tables S7
and S8).
For the remaining CNPs that did not form clear, discrete
copy-number classes, we developed a method to estimatecan Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 11, 2011 321
Figure 2. Using Array CGH to Estimate Copy Numbers for Loci
without Discrete Copy-Number Classes
(A) Distributions of single-channel intensity values for the test
sample (orange) and the reference sample (blue). The reference
sample shows high reproducibility across all microarrays. Because
this is a CNP, the test samples show much more variability in
single-channel intensity.
(B) Copy number determined from single-channel intensity data
are highly correlated to sequencing read depth copy-number
estimates for a CNP overlapping NPEPPS on chromosome 17.
The fit of this line may be used for subsequent determinations of
copy number.copy number for a subset with the single-channel microar-
ray hybridization values. We took advantage of the fact
that the reference sample in microarray CGH has been
hybridized hundreds of times and used this to further
investigate CNPs for which the distribution of single-
channel intensity values of the reference sample were
highly reproducible (i.e., tightly distributed around the
mean). Using single-channel intensity values derived
from unique regions of the genome, we initially set the
copy number of the reference sample to be consistent
with this value. We then extrapolated the copy number
of the test sample based on the observed log ratio and refer-
ence sample copy number (see Methods for detailed
description).
To test the accuracy of ourmethod, we compared ourmi-
croarray copy-number estimates for 133 individuals in our
study to copy numbers estimated from an orthologous
method, sequencing read depth13. For loci with discrete
copy-number classes, 84% of the tested regions have
greater than 90% concordance of copy numbers across
the 133 samples. For 88% of the regions with low concor-
dance, we observed that the copy numbers determined
from the two methods differ by an integer value for most
of the samples. After taking this difference into account,
we observed an overall copy-number concordance of
96% and average concordance of 98% for the 90% of vari-
ants with high concordance (Figure S4; Table S5). Although
this represents an improvement, especially for CNPs previ-
ously not tested, higher accuracy might be achieved by
genome sequencing.12,13
For the CNPs that did not form a discrete copy number,
we found that variants with good correlation to se-
quencing copy-number estimates had specific properties
in the microarray data. In particular, we found that CNPs
where the reference sample intensity values are highly
reproducible across hybridizations are more likely to
show correlation with read depth copy-number estimates
(see Figure 2 for an example). Therefore, we evaluated the
ratio of the coefficient of variation (CV) for test sample
signal intensity across all microarrays to the CV of the
reference sample signal intensity across all microarrays.
CNPs where we could accurately estimate copy number
had more variability in the test sample signal (copy-
number differences in 487 individuals) and little variability
for the reference sample signal (reproducibility of the
sample individual hybridized 487 times). We used a
threshold of 1.4 for the ratio of CVs and found that 312
CNPs without discrete copy-number classes have a value
that passed this threshold; thus copy number could be
accurately estimated from single-channel hybridization
data. Regions with rCV values less than 1.4 may not be
polymorphic enough to observe significant correlation
with sequencing data. We were able to accurately estimate
copy number for a total 1495 CNPs (1183 in the reference
assembly and 312 novel insertions) (Tables S7 and S8).
Of the 1495 CNPs we identified in our samples, 526 of
these loci were not identified and a total of 578 (39%)322 The American Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 1were not genotyped in a recent large-scale CNV survey.19
Because we did not solely limit our analyses to CNPs
with discrete copy numbers and are testing CNPs that
have not been well characterized in previous studies, we
were able to extend population-genetic analyses to previ-
ously uncharacterized variation in the human genome
and examine their distribution across other populations.
Linkage Disequilibrium between CNPs and SNPs
Based on previous studies, there is a general consensus that
there exists a high degree of linkage disequilibrium (LD)
between simple biallelic CNPs and surrounding
SNPs.6,11,19 We tested the LD patterns of the biallelic
CNPs we genotyped, including those in the reference
genome assembly and novel insertions. Among the bial-
lelic, autosomal CNPs that passed our genotyping QC
filters (Figure S1), we found that 516 out of 759 (68%) bial-
lelic autosomal CNPs in the reference genome assembly
were in high LD (r2 > 0.8) with at least one SNP in at least
one of the five populations, which is in agreement with
previous studies.6,11,19 For the 174 of 181 biallelic novel
insertions for which we had approximate genomic1, 2011
Figure 3. CNPs in SDs Show Less LD to SNPs than CNPs in
Unique Regions
(A) The distribution of correlation coefficients between copy
number and SNP genotype are shown for CNPs in SDs (orange)
and CNPs in unique regions (green). The dashed line represents
the average maximum correlation across 100 samplings of the
CNPs in unique regions to match the distances to the most corre-
lated SNP for CNPs in duplication-rich regions. All SNPs within 1
Mb of the CNP were tested in five populations (European Amer-
ican [CEU], Han Chinese from Beijing [CHB], Japanese [JPT], Maa-
sai [MKK], and Yoruba [YRI]) and the highest correlation coeffi-
cient in all populations was included.
(B) Distributions of the distance from the CNP to the most corre-
lated SNP. The distance is slightly larger for CNPs in SDs (p ¼ 0.3),
but this does not explain the large difference in LD.locations,30 we observed 162 of 174 novel insertions (93%)
in high LD (r2> 0.8) with at least one SNP in at least one of
the five populations.
To analyze the relationship of more complex CNPs with
SNPs, we also tested the correlation of diploid copy
number with SNP genotype for HapMap SNPs within
1 Mb of CNPs in the reference genome assembly and 5 Mb
for novel insertions. We defined CNPs (n ¼ 241) as located
in segmental duplications if at least 50% of the bases in the
CNP overlap with SDs or at least 50% of the bases overlap
regions of excess whole-genome shotgun sequence detec-
tion (WSSD) in the Celera genome.47 Some of our CNPs
hadmirroring effects from the same probes mapping to pa-
ralogous duplications, and these effects could artificially
reduce the correlation to SNP genotypes, as previously
described.21 We classified the CNPs into paralogous dupli-
cation groups based on known SDs in the reference
genome; we selected the CNP that was most correlated to
a nearby SNP for analysis, which reduced the set to 192
duplication-rich CNPs.We defined CNPs in unique regions
as CNPs with no overlap of segmental duplications or
WSSD positive regions. The remaining 49 CNPs were inter-
mediate between these two categories and were not
included in the analysis. We observed that only 76 out of
192 CNPs (40%) in segmental duplications were highly
correlated to SNP genotypes (r > 0.8; Pearson correlation)
compared to 628 out of 892 CNPs (70%) in unique regions
(Figure 3). CNPs in segmental duplications had signifi-
cantly less correlation to SNPs (p < 2.2 3 1016, Wilcoxon
rank sum test). To evaluate whether SNP haplotypes could
better capture the copy-number variation of multiallelic
CNPs, we phased the surrounding SNPs for a subset of
CNPs and evaluated the correlation of SNP haplotypes to
diploid copy numbers. Using haplotypes did not signifi-
cantly change our results; most CNPs with high correlation
to SNP genotypes showed high correlation to SNP haplo-
types, and all CNPs with low correlation to SNP genotypes
showed low correlation to SNP haplotypes.
We performed a multiple regression analysis to ascertain
the contributions of duplication status, multiallelic state,
distance to most correlated SNP, and the minor allele
frequency of the most correlated SNP to correlation with
SNP genotypes. All the variables except for SNP minor
allele frequency contributed to the model. This analysis
suggests that CNPs in SDs are more likely to show less
correlation to SNP genotypes independent of the distance
to the most correlated SNP and whether the CNP was bial-
lelic or multiallelic. However, we evaluated the relation-
ship of these other two variables to the correlation of
copy number to SNP genotype. Because CNPs in SDs are
enriched formultiallelic states compared to SNPs in unique
regions of the genome (75% versus 15%), we tested the
influence of this difference on the correlation to biallelic
SNP genotypes. We compared the distributions of correla-
tion coefficients between biallelic CNPs in SDs and unique
regions and found no difference (p ¼ 0.85, Wilcoxon rank
sum test). However, multiallelic CNPs in SDs were signifi-The Americantly less likely to be correlated with SNP genotypes
than multiallelic CNPs in unique regions (p ¼ 0.04, Wil-
coxon rank sum test). We also examined the distributions
of the distances to the most correlated SNP for segmental
duplication CNPs and CNPs in unique regions (Figure 3).
The distance to the most correlated SNP was smaller for
CNPs in unique regions (p ¼ 0.3, Wilcoxon rank sum
test). We took 100 samplings of the unique regions, match-
ing the distances observed for CNPs in SDs. In each of
these samplings, we observed a significant difference in
correlation to SNP genotype between CNPs in SDs and
CNPs in unique regions (p ¼ 8.3 3 1013  4.3 3 106,
Wilcoxon rank sum test), but the distributions in distance
were the same (minimum p ¼ 0.66  1, Wilcoxon rank
sum test). Therefore, in agreement with a previous
report,21 we found that reduced correlation betweencan Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 11, 2011 323
Figure 4. Population Differentiation of CNPs with High VST
Values
The top 100 CNPs based on maximum VST between all pairwise
comparisons of populations are shown for the initial analysis in
487 individuals from five populations: European American
(CEU), Han Chinese from Beijing (CHB), Japanese (JPT), Maasai
(MKK), and Yoruba (YRI). Blue color in the heatmap represents
reduced copy when compared to the reference sample (a CEU
female) and yellow represents increased copy number. Loci are
clustered based on the pattern of hybridization values across
populations.SNPs and duplication-rich CNPs is not completely due to
a reduced number of SNPs near CNPs in duplication-rich
regions.
Population-Differentiated CNPs
We compared our targeted CNPs across the five popula-
tions studied (CEU, CHB, JPT, MKK, and YRI) in order to
to identify novel population-differentiated loci. We made
use of the statistic VST, which was developed to quantify
population differentiation in microarray hybridization
data.27 VST is calculated from the variance of hybridization
values within a population compared to the variance
shared between populations and can be interpreted in
a similar manner as FST, where high values suggest differen-
tiation between populations and low values suggest that
the populations are more similar. To be sure that our VST
data were not being driven by technical artifacts, we
compared VST to FST for biallelic CNPs. We observed
a high correlation suggesting that VST is measuring differ-
ences in allele frequency and not data artifacts
(Figure S6). Initially, we tested to see whether our data
could reproduce known differentiated loci. As expected,
we observed high VST values for CCL3L1 (MIM 601395)
and UGT2B17 (Figure S7), which are known population-
differentiated loci.5,48
We calculated VST between each pair of populations for
CNPs including novel insertions (Table S9). The median
VST across all loci was 0.089. We found 85 differentiated
CNPs with VST statistics greater than that observed for
CCL3L1. We observed high concordance with previously
described highly differentiated loci discovered from
sequencing read depth data13 reproducing the population
differentiation results for 15 of 18 highly differentiated loci
targeted on our microarray. In addition, 75 of these 85
CNPs were not described as highly differentiated by anal-
ysis of sequencing read depth.13 Clustering the patterns
of the most differentiated CNPs allowed us to obtain
a global picture of CNP frequency differences, and we
observed different patterns of stratification across the five
populations (Figure 4; Tables 2 and 3).
Previous analyses of sequence read depth have shown
that CNPs in SDs have the greatest diversity in human pop-
ulations;12,13 therefore, we compared the distributions of
VST values for CNPs in SDs and in unique regions of the
genome. We observed that CNPs in SDs tended to have
higher VST values than CNPs in unique regions of the
genome (Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-tailed test, p ¼ 0.015;
Figure 5A). This difference is primarily an enrichment of
VST values between 0.2 and 0.5 in the CNPs in duplicated
regions of the genome. We noted that the variance of
log2 ratios was not correlated to median copy number for
unique or duplicated CNPs, suggesting that this result
was not due to VST values rising with increasing median
copy number (Figure S8).
We also compared the population differentiation of
CNPs to SNPs. We limited these analyses to the 940 bial-
lelic autosomal CNPs that could be assigned allelic geno-324 The American Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 1types in order to calculate FST. These CNPs are simple dele-
tions with diploid copy-number classes of 0, 1, and 2 or
duplications with diploid copy-number classes of 2, 3,
and 4. We compared the distribution of FST values of all
biallelic, autosomal CNPs (novel insertions and reference
genome loci) to an equivalent number of random auto-
somal SNPs selected from the HapMap Phase III data and
matched to the allele frequency distribution of the biallelic
CNPs. Although the median FST values are similar for the
two types of genetic variants, the distribution of FST values
for the CNPs has a higher standard deviation, and high FST
loci appear to be enriched for CNPs (Kolmogorov-Smirnov
two-tailed test, p¼ 0.0026; Figure 5B). These biallelic CNPs
could differentiate individuals of European, African, and
East Asian ancestry and could distinguish Yoruba (YRI)
from Maasai (MKK) individuals (Figure S9).
We found 30 highly differentiated CNPs that contain
coding sequence (Table 2). Of these 30 CNPs, 18 (60%)
have at least 20% overlap with SDs, representing a 1.4-
fold enrichment of SD content compared to all tested
CNPs that contain coding sequence (p ¼ 0.06, chi-square
test). Notably, 16 of these 30 CNPs (53.3%) had not been1, 2011
Table 2. CNPs that Overlap Coding Sequence and Are Population Differentiated
Genomic Coordinates Genes SDa
Max VST
(Initial)b
Max VST
(Follow-Up)
Copy-Number
Difference Observed
chr19:59492964-59497244 LILRA3 1.00 0.62 0.51 Non-Asians > Asians
chr12:11105655-11106159 TAS2R46 0.00 0.61 0.63 Non-Africans > Africans
chr4:69069560-69165912 UGT2B17 0.51 0.61 0.65 Non-Asians > Asians
chr17:42971236-43018268 NPEPPS 1.00 0.56 0.62 Africans > Non-Africans
chr22:44102556-44102628 FAM118A 0.00 0.55 0.51 Europeans > Africans
chr17:18302826-18366016 LGALS9C 1.00 0.49 0.57 Non-Europeans > Europeans
chr12:11065498-11066488 TAS2R48 1.00 0.49 0.64 Non-Africans > Africans
chr5:68857344-68890304 OCLN 0.75 0.48 0.51 Africans > Asians
chr2:88104488-88108744 KRCC1 0.00 0.46 0.32 Europeans > Non-Europeans
chr17:31562760-31564406 CCL4L2; CCL4L1 1.00 0.45 0.51 Non-Europeans > Europeans
chr14:73079816-73082320 ACOT1 1.00 0.43 0.47 Africans > Asians
chr11:47728864-47729376 FNBP4 0.00 0.43 0.13 All Others > MKK
chr1:143670880-143792368 PDE4DIP 0.22 0.43 0.55 Asians > Africans
chr17:31634154-31665600 CCL3L1; CCL4L2; CCL4L1 1.00 0.39 0.54 Non-Europeans > Europeans
chr17:31527042-31548308 CCL3L3; CCL3L1 1.00 0.39 0.43 Non-Europeans > Europeans
chr16:14999403-15007845 PDXDC1 1.00 0.38 0.63 Non-Asians > Asians
chr17:41521520-41647328 KIAA1267 0.20 0.37 0.46 Europeans > Non-Europeans
chr8:133060680-133061512 EFR3A 0.00 0.36 0.14 All Others > MKK
chr16:15008083-15010605 PDXDC1 1.00 0.35 0.45 Non-Asians > Asians
chr1:108535176-108538816 SLC25A24 0.00 0.34 0.30 Africans > Asians
chr2:73859008-73860128 DUSP11 0.00 0.34 0.18 All Others > MKK
chr16:31717708-32594648 ZNF267; TP53TG3 0.71 0.34 0.54 Africans > Non-Africans
chr1:120336200-120391104 NOTCH2 1.00 0.34 0.56 Non-Africans > Africans
chr12:376735-391793 CCDC77; NM_001130148 0.00 0.34 0.30 All Others > MKK
chr8:20121520-20122080 ATP6V1B2 0.00 0.33 0.39 All Others > MKK
chr20:1511631-1531931 NM_001135844 0.00 0.33 0.25 Non-Africans > Africans
chr22:17038218-17061216 USP18 1.00 0.33 0.30 Africans > Non-Africans
chr18:42800004-42816252 TCEB3C; TCEB3CL; TCEB3B 0.80 0.32 0.29 Africans > Asians
chr17:32840120-32855124 TADA2L; ACACA; NM_001166105 0.00 0.32 0.25 Africans > Non-Africans
chr18:9245958-9246779 ANKRD12 0.00 0.30 0.22 All Others > MKK
Bolded CNPs were not reported as differentiated with sequencing data.13 SD is an abbreviation for segmental duplication.
a Proportion of CNP base pairs in segmental duplications.
b Maximum VST obtained from all pairwise comparisons between populations for each CNP.genotyped in previous CNP analyses.6,19 In addition, 13 of
these 30 loci were not identified as population differenti-
ated in a read-depth-based analysis of copy number on
a more limited number of individuals.13 After analyzing
these CNPs in an additional 809 unrelated individuals
from further populations, 21 of these variants still had
a maximum VST > 0.3. These genes appear to be primarily
environmental response genes, including CNPs involving
two bitter taste receptor genes on chromosome 12
(TAS2R46 [MIM 612774] and TAS2R48) that might beThe Ameriinvolved in lung function.49,50 These CNPs have higher
copy number in non-Africans than in Africans; maximum
VST values were 0.63 for TAS2R46 and 0.64 for TAS2R48
between Japanese (JPT) and Yoruba (YRI) individuals
(Figure 6A). We also identified a CNP overlapping OCLN
(MIM 602876) that encodes for occludin, which is
involved in hepatitis viral entry.51 This CNP shows lower
copy number in the East Asian individuals compared to
the African individuals with a maximum VST of 0.51
between Han Chinese from Beijing (CHB) and Yorubacan Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 11, 2011 325
Table 3. Population-Differentiated Novel Insertions
Locusa
Max VST
(Initial)b
Max VST
(Follow-up)
Copy-Number
Difference Observed
Conserved
Elementsc
Position Relative
to Nearest Gened
novel-locus_857 0.82 0.82 European > African
OEA_200333 0.79 0.66 Non-Asian > Asian
novel-locus_280 0.78 0.78 African > Non-African no 578 kb upstream of BTBD3
novel-locus_156 0.74 0.72 African > Asian
novel-locus_506 0.70 0.79 African > Non-African
OEA_206812 0.63 0.72 African > Non-African
novel-locus_1132 0.57 0.58 European > Non-European
novel-locus_585 0.55 0.70 African > Non-African
novel-locus_335 0.53 0.53 Non-European > European yes 17.5 kb downstream of ATP6V1G3
novel-locus_399 0.53 0.53 African > Non-African
novel-locus_158 0.52 0.58 YRIþLWK > European no Intron of ACTR3
novel-locus_371 0.51 0.66 Non-European > European no Intron of PLEK2
OEA_207712 0.50 0.63 European > African
novel-locus_976 0.50 0.50 Non-Asian > Asian
novel-locus_687 0.49 0.51 Non-European > European yes Intron of LCT
OEA_209873 0.49 0.63 African > Asian
OEA_200783 0.49 0.67 African > Non-African
novel-locus_955 0.48 0.36 African > Non-African yes Intron of TBCE
novel-locus_1181 0.47 0.47 African > Asian
OEA_204853 0.46 0.52 African > Non-African
novel-locus_707 0.44 0.40 African > Non-African no 1.8 Mb downstream of NCAM2
OEA_201275 0.44 0.37 African > Asian
novel-locus_153 0.43 0.41 Non-Asian > Asian
OEA_202951 0.43 0.55 European > Non-European
novel-locus_981 0.43 0.43 African > Non-African
OEA_209724 0.42 0.53 African > Non-African
novel-locus_168 0.42 0.56 African > Asian no 321 bp downstream of SNORD114-6
novel-locus_247 0.41 0.41 Asian > Non-Asian yes 36 kb upstream of CHORDC1
novel-locus_297 0.41 0.47 African > European yes 2 kb downstream of GSDMC
novel-locus_90 0.41 0.41 African > European
novel-locus_1164 0.41 0.37 African > Non-African
novel-locus_1042 0.40 0.46 African > Non-African no 18 kb upstream of GPR39
OEA_206891 0.40 0.50 African > Non-African
a Locus names are from Kidd et al.18 One-end anchored sequences are given the designation ‘‘OEA_’’ (see Table S3 for full clone names).
b Population-differentiated novel insertions with maximum VST values of at least 0.4 are shown.
c The presence of conserved elements was tested in Kidd et al.18 and is given for insertions with breakpoint sequence data.
d Positions relative to genes, along with breakpoint sequence data and precise genomic locations, are given for insertions (Table S2).(YRI) (Figure 6B). This variant maps to a segmental duplica-
tion that contains the last five exons of OCLN. The two
paralogous duplications are separated by 1.4 Mb of
sequence and are highly identical; it appears from singly
unique nucleotides that the polymorphism involves the
distal paralog.13 We designed a quantitative PCR assay for326 The American Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 1this CNP and obtained estimated copy numbers for 687
individuals in the Human Genome Diversity Project
(HGDP) (Figure 7A). We observed considerable diversity
in this CNP, but we note that East and Southeast Asian
individuals have significantly fewer copies (median CN ¼
2.8) than individuals from other populations (median1, 2011
Figure 5. Comparisons of Population Differentiation between
Different Classes of Variants
Histograms of VST or FST values are plotted.
(A) Informative CNPs were stratified based on their duplication
content; CNPs with at least 50% overlap with SDs or regions of
excess read depth in the Celera genome were defined as duplica-
tion rich. CNPs with zero bases of SD or excess read depth were
defined as unique. Distributions of maximum VST value for each
CNP are plotted for both classes of variants. These distributions
are significantly different from one another (Kolmogorov-Smirnov
two-tailed test, p ¼ 0.015).
(B) Comparison of FST statistics for biallelic autosomal CNPs
compared to frequency-matched, autosomal SNPs (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov two-tailed test, p ¼ 0.0026).CN ¼ 3.2) (two-tailed t test, p ¼ 4.2 3 104). Interestingly,
we also observed differences in the copy-number distribu-
tion for nearby populations in contrast to the expected
cline of copy-number frequencies.
We observed 33 differentiated novel sequence insertions
with VST values greater than the CCL3L1 CNP. Several of
these novel insertions contain conserved sequence
elements,30 and a number of these variants are in close
proximity to genes (Table 3). We used PCR-based assays
to genotype three of these variants in individuals from
the HGDP (Figure S10). These variants include an insertion
downstream of ATP6V1G3 (novel-locus_335), where we
observed that the deletion allele of this variant is almost
absent in sub-Saharan African individuals, with the excep-
tion of theMaasai (MKK) (FST betweenMaasai and all other
sub-Saharan Africans ¼ 0.26), and is present at the highest
frequencies in European and Middle Eastern individualsThe Ameri(FST between Europeans and Middle Eastern individuals
and sub-Saharan Africans ¼ 0.44) (Figure 7B).Discussion
Wehave presented a population genetic analysis of CNPs in
five human populations. Although copy number can be
accurately assessed with next-generation sequencing,12,13
these methodologies depend on whole-genome se-
quencing data, which is expensive to obtain on a large
number of individuals for disease association. Existing
SNPmicroarrays lackprobes inmanyknownCNP loci, espe-
cially variants in SDs,7 despite the fact that several CNPs in
SDs have been implicated in human disease, including the
beta-defensin cluster in psoriasis and Crohn disease52,53
and FCGR3B (MIM 610665) in autoimmune disorders.54
Furthermore, no platform based on the human reference
sequence captures insertions of novel sequence, which are
frequently polymorphic in human populations.17,18
Although our custom microarray also does not test the
comprehensive landscape of CNPs, we believe that this
microarray complements other microarrays by targeting
CNPs that are not well captured on other platforms.
We have designed this customized microarray to more
fully explore the human CNP landscape. For example, 937
of the 1495 (63%) polymorphic loci that perform well on
our microarray are not sufficiently covered (less than five
probes) by either the Affymetrix 6.0 or the Illumina 1M
SNP microarrays. In addition, 808 of the 1495 (54%) loci
were not tested in a large CNP association study.20 As part
of this study, we have developed a method for estimating
copy number from array CGH data even when the CNP
does not form clear discrete copy-number classes. This
approach uses the single-channel intensity data from the
microarray informed by copy numbers estimated from
next-generation sequencingdata.13Byusing thesemethods,
we could confidently assign copy numbers for 1495 CNPs.
An important conclusion of this work is that the
majority of CNPs (~60%) mapping to SDs show weak LD
with flanking SNPs in contrast to those mapping within
unique regions of the genome. Although consistent with
earlier bacterial artificial chromosome-based surveys,11
our results emphasize the importance of assaying CNPs
directly instead of relying on imputation methods with
SNP genotypes. In agreement with a previous report,21
we have shown that differences in SNP density are not
entirely responsible for this lack of correlation. We found
that reduced correlation to SNP genotypes is primarily a
property of CNPs in SDs, not of all multiallelic CNPs.
Because of the dispersed nature of many SDs, additional
transposed duplication copies may account for this
reduced correlation as previously suggested.21 Addition-
ally, the increased mutation rate of CNPs in SDs also
probably contributes to reduced correlation. Locus-specific
CNV mutation rates several orders of magnitude higher
than SNPs have been estimated for duplication-richcan Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 11, 2011 327
Figure 6. Examples of Population-Differentiated Loci
Histograms of log2 ratios are plotted for the unrelated individuals in each population.
(A) Diagram of the bitter taste receptor cluster on chromosome 12 and distribution of log2 ratios for a CNP containing TAS2R46.
The maximum VST is 0.63 between YRI and JPT.
(B) Diagram of the CNP containing the last five exons of OCLN and the distribution of log2 ratios for a CNP in OCLN. The maximumVST
for this locus is 0.51 between YRI and CHB.regions of the genome22–24 because of their propensity
to undergo nonallelic homologous recombination
(NAHR).55,56 Recurrent mutations would create copy-
number genotypes identical by state on different haplo-
types. An important caveat of our analysis is that for multi-
allelic CNPs, we are correlating diploid copy number to
SNP genotype because we are unable to deconvolute
diploid copy numbers into allelic copy number. As haplo-
type-resolving sequencing methods57,58 become more
tractable on large numbers of individuals, it will be of
interest to compare allelic copy numbers to SNP alleles
and haplotypes.
We have focused on identifying new CNPs with large
differences in frequency between populations, and we
report 85 of the most stratified copy-number polymorphic
variants in the human population. Of these variants, 37
have not been genotyped in previous microarray or
sequencing studies,6,7,13,19 including 16 CNPs that involve
protein coding sequence not previously genotyped on
other microarray platforms,6,7,19 seven of which were not
observed to be population differentiated in an analysis of
sequencing read depth from a limited number of individ-
uals.13 Differences in allele frequency between populations
are a potential signal of recent positive selection, and we328 The American Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 1have identified several loci that appear to be good candi-
dates for selection. For example, we observe that the East
Asian individuals carry fewer copies of a duplication that
overlaps OCLN. This gene encodes for the tight-junction
protein occludin, which has recently been shown to be
involved in hepatitis C viral entry.51 Therefore, this CNP,
which alters the copy number of the last five exons of
OCLN, is a biologically plausible candidate for recent selec-
tion in humans related to hepatitis C susceptibility (MIM
609532) or progress. We also found that two bitter taste
receptors (TAS2R46 and TAS2R48) show large differences
in copy number between populations: African individuals
have fewer copies than non-Africans. It has recently been
shown that bitter taste receptors are expressed in the lung
in both airway epithelial cells and airway smooth muscle
cells, and these receptors may play a role in the elimination
of noxious compounds and in airway dilation.49,50 The role
of these CNPs in lung disease can now be directly tested.
SD-associated CNPs were more likely to be differentiated
among human populations than either CNPs in unique
regions or SNPs on the basis of the observation that bial-
lelic CNPs, most of which are in unique regions, were
more likely to be stratified than SNPs. One possible expla-
nation for this result is that CNPs may have been subjected1, 2011
Figure 7. Worldwide Distributions of Selected CNPs
We designed PCR or qPCR assays to genotype selected CNPs in HGDP individuals from 52 populations. Included in the figure are the
copy-number distributions for the 12 populations tested with microarray. These pie charts are labeled with population codes.
(A) We obtained copy-number estimates from qPCR for 687 individuals for the CNP overlapping OCLN. The distributions of estimated
copy number for each population with data in at least five individuals are overlaid on a map of the world.
(B) We obtained allele frequencies for an insertion of novel sequence located near ATP6V1G3 for 952 HGDP individuals. The allele
frequencies of the insertion (black) and the deletion allele (white) are shown for each population.to stronger selection, similar to what has been observed for
larger rare CNVs.41 If alleles are more likely to arise
multiple times in a population, then genetic drift or selec-
tion is given more opportunity to operate on new alleles,
resulting in a greater likelihood of population differentia-
tion. Because these forces would have been acting inde-
pendently in the populations studied, this model may
explain the enrichment of population differentiation in
SD regions of the genome. With respect to selection, it is
intriguing that we observe a trendwhere CNPs with coding
sequence are more likely to be population differentiated
when compared to CNPs that do not carry genes. However,
it is also possible that this result is due to differences in
ascertainment between the CNPs in our analysis and the
SNPs genotyped in the HapMap project. In particular, theThe Amerifrequency spectrum of our biallelic CNPs was biased
toward low minor allele frequency when compared to
random (not frequency matched) HapMap SNPs, and
bias in ascertainment of the SNP data may explain, in
part, differences that we observed in FST distributions.
In summary, the work presented here helps to expand
our understanding of human copy-number polymor-
phisms and their population-genetic properties. Although
more than 50% of the CNPs described in this study have
not yet been previously assayed as part of disease associa-
tion studies, a significant fraction of our own targeted
loci still remain unassayable despite evidence of copy-
number variation. In addition, our results suggest that
the copy number of multiallelic CNPs, especially those in
SDs, cannot be imputed from SNP genotypes and shouldcan Journal of Human Genetics 88, 317–332, March 11, 2011 329
be directly measured. As additional genomes become
sequenced and novel insertions more fully characterized
over the next few years, a more complete picture will
emerge. Robust and cost-effective experimental assays
that accurately predict copy among thousands of samples
will, however, still be required. A more thorough assess-
ment of the relationship of CNPs to human diseases is
warranted before concluding that they do not contribute
to the ‘‘missing heritability’’ of complex diseases.6,19Supplemental Data
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